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Abstract. We introduce a simple agent construct associated to a named local database and a “Twitter-style” weak inheritance mechanism between local agents.

On top of a remote predicate call layer, connecting distributed agent spaces, we build a replication mechanism allowing agents “visiting” remote spaces to expose their computational capabilities to non-local followers.

The resulting protocol has the remarkable property that only updates to the state of the agents are sent over the network through transactional remote predicate calls guaranteed to always terminate, and therefore spawning of multiple threads can be avoided. At the same time, calls to a visiting agent’s code by its followers are always locally executed, resulting in performance gains and reduced communication efforts.

An implementation of the concepts discussed in this paper is available from http://www.vivomind.com/lprolog/.
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1 Introduction

LeanProlog is a Java-based reimplementation of BinProlog’s virtual machine, the BinWAM. It succeeds our Jinni Prolog implementation that has been used in various applications [1–4] as an intelligent agent infrastructure, by taking advantage of Prolog’s knowledge processing capabilities in combination with a simple and easily extensible runtime kernel supporting a flexible reflection mechanism.

Agent programming constructs have influenced a significant number of mainstream software components ranging from interactive Web services to mixed initiative computer human interaction. From the very beginning, Performatives in Agent communication languages [5, 6] have made these constructs reflect explicitly the intentionality, as well as the negotiation process involved in agent
interactions. At the same time, it has been a long tradition of logic programming languages [7–9], to use multiple logic engines for supporting concurrent execution and autonomous reasoning threads.

Naturally, this has suggested to investigate whether some basic agent-oriented language design ideas can be used for a refactoring of Prolog’s interoperation with the external world, including interaction with other instances of the Prolog processor itself.

In this context we have centered our LeanProlog implementation around logic engine constructs providing an API that supports reentrant instances of the language processor. This has naturally led to a view of logic engines as instances of a generalized family of iterators called Fluents [9], that have allowed the separation of the first-class language interpreters from the multi-threading mechanism, while providing a very concise source-level reconstruction of Prolog’s built-ins.


To ensure genuine scalability and readiness for integration in cloud-computing services, the next development stage involves designing resource-aware distributed agent programming constructs that are as oblivious as possible to the actual location of an agent. This paper describes a simple and efficient multi-agent layer that supports distributed execution, essential agent mobility and a simple and scalable multi-agent collaboration mechanism in LeanProlog.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes local inheritance mechanisms and interactions between agents. Section 3 describes our “remote logic invocation” (RLI) mechanism and its implementation in Java. Section 4 introduces agent spaces and section 5 explains the distributed programming constructs ensuring agent mobility. Section 6 gives some typical use cases of the framework. Finally, section 7 discusses related work and section 8 concludes the paper.

2 The Lightweight Prolog Agent Layer

We start with a quick “bird’s eye view” of LeanProlog’s multi-agent layer.

Our agents are implemented as named Prolog dynamic databases. Each agent has a process where its home is located - called an agent space. They share code using a simple “Twitter-style” mechanism that allows their followers to access to their predicates. The $A$ follows $B$ relation is not transitive, but agents can dynamically decide who they follow at a given time. Agents can also visit other spaces located on local or remote machines - where other agents might decide to follow their replicated “avatars”. The state of their avatars is dynamically updated when a state change occurs in an agent’s code space. Communication between agents, including avatar updates, is supported by a remote predicate call mechanism between agent spaces, designed in a way that each call is atomic and guaranteed to terminate.
We will next expand the details of various components.

2.1 Agents as Dynamic code in Multiple Named Databases

Lean Prolog provides dynamic database operations acting on multiple named databases. The name of the database is added as the first argument to otherwise usual Prolog predicates e.g. `assert(Clause)` becomes `db_assert(Database,Clause)`, `db_retract(ClauseHead)` becomes `db_retract(Database,ClauseHead)` etc. A default database (named `$`) is used for operations without an explicit database argument. The default database is shared i.e. when no definition exists in a named database, calls are redirected to predicate definitions in the default database.

The state of an agent (seen as a set of dynamic Prolog clauses) is contained entirely in a database with a name derived from the name of the agent.

LeanProlog also supports dynamically created databases controlled through unique handles allowing agents to hide private state information.

2.2 A “Twitter-style” agent inheritance mechanism

Agents share compiled code – which is immutable in LeanProlog. They also inherit code automatically from the default dynamic database of a given agent space when calling predicates for which they do not provide their own definitions.

An agent can decide to “follow” a set of other agents. The set of agents followed by a given agent can be updated dynamically at any time. Syntactically, running the goal

```
?- cindy@[alice,bob].
```

ensures that agent `cindy` follows agents `alice` and `bob` but later `cindy` can change her mind and issue

```
?- cindy@[alice,dylan].
```

from which point in time `cindy` follows a different set of agents.

This results in a fully dynamic, but a weak, non-transitive, strictly “one-level” inheritance mechanism between databases.

Note also that an agent inherits a complete predicate definition from the first of the followed agents that provides it. This choice is justified, as inheriting different fragments of a predicate from various agents would result in programs difficult to debug. Moreover, an agent can only inherit code present in the space where it runs a given goal, i.e. it inherits either from local agents or from agents visiting the agent space where its code executes.

This mechanism is a radical departure from typical object oriented languages. Our decision is motivated by the fact that the dynamic nature of an agent’s agreement to follow other agents would quickly create unexpected consequences if propagated to its followers.

This inheritance mechanism is implemented by adapting the traditional Prolog meta-interpreter handling dynamic code to look-up dynamic predicate definitions for a given agent provided by the agents it follows, as well as shared code in the default database `$`.
2.3 Agent Interactions

Communication between agents located in the same agent space, is achieved through dynamic database updates or predicate calls as well as through code inherited from the followed agents. We illustrate how these mechanisms work with the predicate `local_agent_test`.

```prolog
local_agent_test:-
  assert(friends(cool_people)),
  alice@bob,cindy, % alice follows bob and cindy
  alice@assert(like(macs)),
  alice@assert(like(popcorn)),
  alice@assert(hate(candy)),
  alice@(hate(pcs):-true), % shorthand for assert
  cindy@alice,bob, % cindy starts following alice
  bob@like(X):-alice@hate(X), % bob likes what alice hates
  foreach(cindy@friends(X),println(friends:X)),
  foreach(bob@like(X),println(bob:likes(X))),
  foreach(alice@like(X),println(alice:likes(X))),
  foreach(cindy@hate(X),println(cindy:hates(X))).
```

When running the predicate one can observe the fairly natural semantics of “following” another agent, for instance that `bob` likes candy because `cindy` hates it.

```prolog
?- local_agent_test.
friends : cool_people
bob : likes(candy)
bob : likes(pcs)
alice : likes(macs)
alice : likes(popcorn)
cindy : hates(candy)
cindy : hates(pcs)
true.
```

Cooperative coordination patterns, as described in [12], or high-level multi-threading encapsulated in parallel `fold` and `findall` operations as described in [11] are available to express various interaction protocols.

The following example illustrates how one can emulate message exchanges between agents coordinated cooperatively using the Linda protocol described in [12].

```prolog
coop_mes_test(N):-
  C='$mes_coord',
  alice[],bob[],cindy[],
  new_coordinator(C),
  N2 is N+2,
  new_task(C, (for(_,1,N2),
    alice@handle_msg(From,m(I))),
```
Note that multi-threading is avoided in this case and the actual execution is handled by the predicate `coordinate/1` that manages the protocol cooperatively implemented in terms of operations on first-class logic engines. Such protocols have the advantage to work deterministically and significantly faster than their multi-threaded equivalents due to reduced scheduling, memory allocation and synchronization costs.

The following execution trace illustrates the actual message exchanges, happening in a natural order.

```prolog
?- coop_mes_test.
...  
  bob_sent(alice, m(1))
  cindy_sent(alice, m(1))
  alice_got(bob, m(1))
  bob_sent(alice, m(2))
  cindy_sent(alice, m(2))
  alice_got(cindy, m(1))
  bob_sent(alice, m(3))
  cindy_sent(alice, m(3))
  alice_got(bob, m(2))
  alice_got(cindy, m(2))
  alice_got(bob, m(3))
  alice_got(cindy, m(3))
```

We will show later that it makes sense to uncouple the execution of logic engines running a given agent’s code from the state of the agent. Toward this end we will show next how to uncouple an agent’s communication mechanisms and the physical location where its code executes.
3 Calling Remote Predicates

The first steps towards distributed execution and agent mobility involve designing a reliable and as high level as possible remote execution mechanism.

LeanProlog uses Java’s Remote Method Invocation (RMI) communication layer to connect Prolog processes on the same or different machines together. Our Prolog-level communication layer, called Remote Logic Invocation (RLI) consists of a mechanism to automatically start a registry containing the names (called ports in RMI parlance) of the Prolog processes on a given host, as well as a server and a client API designed under the assumption that calls are atomic and guaranteed to terminate.

On the Java side, the following interface specifies the operations that a client can request from a server:

```java
package rli;
import java.rmi.Remote;
import java.rmi.RemoteException;

public interface ServerStub extends Remote {
    public Object rli_in() throws RemoteException;
    public void rli_out(Object T) throws RemoteException;
    public int rli_ping() throws RemoteException;
    public int rli_stop_server() throws RemoteException;
    public Object rli_call(Object T) throws RemoteException;
}
```

Among them, rli_in and rli_out can be used to implement message queues, rli_ping can test if a server is alive and rli_stop_server can be used to shut down a server remotely. However, the only operation relevant for our agent layer is rli_call which specifies a deterministic (first solution) call to a remote Prolog goal. On the Prolog side a client executes

```prolog
rli_call(Host,Port,Goal,Result).
```

To start a server on a named Port (and possibly activate the RMI registry keeping track of servers locations and capabilities, unless it is already running) one executes:

```prolog
rli_start_server(Port).
```

A few additional predicates are available to handle message queues or to let a client to wait until a server is running, but as we will show in the next sections these two predicates are all we need for implementing high-level mechanisms that support agent mobility and remote agent communication. Of special interest are
rli_start_broker and rli_register(Host, ThisHost, ThisPort) that start a special well-known server – called a “broker” – which maintains a registry of all agents on a given host, together with their location information.

4 Agent Spaces

An agent space is seen as a container for a group of agents usually associated with a Prolog process and an RLI server. To keep things simple we can assume that the name of the space is nothing but the name of the RLI port.

The predicate start_space(BrokerHost,ThisHost,Port) starts, if needed, the unique RLI service associated to a space and registers it. Registration happens after making sure that on each host, a broker, keeping track of various agents and their homes, is started, when needed.

```
start_space(_,_,Port):-
    '$space' =⇒ OtherPort, !,
    ermes(no_space_started_at(Port),already_started_space(OtherPort)).
start_space(BrokerHost,ThisHost,Port):-
    '$space' =< Port,
    ( BrokerHost = localhost → rli_start_broker
        ; true
    ),
    rli_wait(BrokerHost,broker),
    rli_start_server(Port),
    rli_wait(Port),
    rli_register(BrokerHost,ThisHost,Port).
```

Note that a unique global variable (assigned with ’==’ in LeanProlog) keeps track of the port associated to an agent space.

Communication with agents inhabiting and agent space happens through this unique port - typically one per process. This requires that all RLI calls to a given port are atomic and terminating.

5 Agent Mobility and State Synchronization

Our concept of agent mobility is derived directly from the unique nature of a Prolog program - that can be seen as a set of predicate definitions built each from an ordered set of clauses. This ensures that changes of an agent’s state can be safely propagated from an agent space to another without the need to spawn a thread for each otherwise possibly non-terminating remote procedure call. We will now show that it is possible to keep such calls always local using code replication.
5.1 Visiting an Agent Space

An agent can visit one or more agent spaces at a given time. When calling the predicate `visit(Agent,Host,Port)` an agent broadcasts its database and promises to broadcast its future updates. Note that information about visiting agents is recorded both at their home spaces and the agent spaces they visit. One can conceptualize that an agent is represented at a remote space by a replica of its set of clauses that we call its “avatar”. To keep things simple, the database associated to an avatar bears the same name as the the one in its home space.

```prolog
visit(Agent,Host,Port):-
    visiting(Agent,Host,Port), !,
    errmes(no_reason_to_visit,already_visiting(Host,Port)).
visit(_,Host,Port):-
    get_space_name(Port),
    Host==localhost, !,
    errmes(no_reason_to_visit,already_at(Port)).
visit(Agent,Host,Port):-
    rli_ping(Host,Port),
    assert('$visiting'(Agent,Host,Port)),
    rli_call(Host,Port,(done:-Agent=<='$visiting'),_),
    take_my_clauses(Agent,Host,Port).
```

The predicate `take_my_clauses(Agent,Host,Port)` remotely asserts the agent’s clauses to the database of the agent’s “avatar”. Note that only the agent’s own code goes and not the code that the agent inherits locally. This allows context dependent behavior when the code of the avatar is called remotely - for instance, while the reasoning rules about geographical location may travel unchanged, the actual GPS coordinates to which they refer (say in the form of a Prolog fact), may be different at the location the agent visits from those at the agent’s home.

As the agent keeps track of all the locations where it has dispatched avatars, it will be able to propagate updates to its database using atomic, guaranteed to terminate RLI calls.

An agent is also able to unvisit a given space - in which case the code of the avatar is completely removed and broadcasts of updates to the unvisited space are disabled.

```prolog
unvisit(Agent,Host,Port):-
    retract('$visiting'(Agent,Host,Port)),
    rli_call(Host,Port,gvar_remove(Agent),_),
    rli_call(Host,Port,db_clear(Agent),_).
```

An agent can have followers in various spaces that it visits. Note however that followers inherit the code of the avatar - and therefore all their calls stay local. This also makes more sense as, for instance, an agent asked to find neighboring gas stations should do it based on the GPS location of the agent space it is visiting.

```prolog
```
It is an agent’s autonomous decision to visit a given agent space. At the same time it is an agent’s autonomous decision to become a follower locally or mediated through an avatar. The presence of “free will” on both sides provides flexibility and enables implementation of “anthropomorphic” mechanisms for negotiation, reputation building and trust between agents in a given application.

Fig. 1 sees agents as sets of logic engines running on one or more threads in the context of larger and larger distributed computational units. An agent space is typically associated to a Prolog process.

**Illustration of our Agent Ontology**

![Diagram of agent ontology]

Fig. 1: A hierarchical view of agent aggregations

### 6 Distributed Agent Interactions

We will now work through a simple example involving two agent spaces and visiting agents.

First we define a predicate `french_space` that initializes an agent space where salutations occur in French, inhabited by agent `alice`.

```
french_space:-
    start_space(french_space),
    assert(when_arriving_say(bonjour)),
    assert(when_leaving_say(aurevoir)),
```
Next we define a predicate `english_space` where salutations occur in English, inhabited by agent `bob`.

```prolog
english_space:-
    start_space(english_space),
    assert(when_arriving_say(hello)),
    assert(when_leaving_say(goodbye)),
    bob@[],
    bob@visit(french_space),
    bob@(salutations:-
        when_arriving_say(A),
        println(A),
        sleep(5), % we can do something more interesting here
        when_leaving_say(B),
        println(B))),
    sleep(3),
    bob@unvisit(french_space),
    % assuming bob expects that alice is visiting
    alice@[bob],
    alice@salutations.
```

When running the two predicates in two different terminal windows one can see the results of `bob` visiting `french_space`.

```prolog
?- french_space.
bonjour
aurevoir
```

and the results of `alice` visiting `english_space`.

```prolog
?- english_space.
hello
goodbye
```

The example illustrates the semantics of “visiting”. When `bob` visits, he promises that future code updates will follow him - resulting in the predicate `salutations` being brought to `french_space`. Since `alice` follows him this predicate becomes available to her there. Note that the salutation messages come out in French, given that `bob`'s predicate depends on the local facts `when_arriving_say/1` and `when_leaving_say/1`.

When `alice` visits `english_space` and decides to follow `bob` there, her salutations come out in English. Note also that `alice` gains access to the predicate `salutations` simply by following `bob`, but that she needs to state that in every
space where she agrees to do so. This illustrates the workings of an agent’s “free-will” and one can use such mechanisms for implementing complex negotiation protocols.

7 Related work

There’s a significant number of papers relating agents and distributed programming, going back as early as [13] and [14] and covering agent interaction as well as various aspects of knowledge sharing. Combining concurrency with a shared database has been described in a multi-threaded implementation in various Prolog systems as early as in [15].

There are several agent toolkits based on Prolog. Examples include Tu-Prolog [16] which can use .NET or Java RMI, LPA Chimera Agents toolkit running on the Windows platform, Siestus Prolog that provides agent support using add-ons for TCP/IP, .NET and Java interfaces for distribution, the SRI Open Agent Architecture based on either of Siestus or Quintus Prolog, and Qu-Prolog that uses a middleware broker system called “Pedro” handling TCP/IP based interprocess messaging. The SRI Open Agent Architecture (OAA) [17] is also written in Prolog and uses a remote predicate call based messaging protocol, but has a different philosophy of layering, and methods for the formation of agent societies. SOCS agents are based on Siestus Prolog with JXTA and XML messaging, which is a heavyweight solution in our opinion, but the authors acknowledge that at the time there were few choices for technologies available to build dynamical multi-agent societies.

The closest implementation to our system is Tu-Prolog [16] which also provides a high level agent layer using object oriented abstractions. It also sees workspaces as logical containers, used to structure the overall environment where the agents play. As in most mobile agent implementations Tu-Prolog agents can dynamically join and concurrently work in multiple workspaces. Among the differences our agent mobility protocol and the “Twitter-style” code inheritance mechanism.

Many agent toolkits are available in procedural programming languages that lack the ease of representation and reasoning models that characterize declarative approaches, and none of them support native high level agent architectures that require little knowledge of the programmer to create networks of societies of agents. Examples of such procedural tools are ABLE [18], JADE [19] and JACK [20], which can be connected to Prolog systems using middleware approaches.

In this context, our emphasis has been on high-level design constructs that not only relieve the programmer of a lot of burdensome implementation efforts, but that enable rapid prototyping of various computational models. For example, inter-agent communication based on message-passing can also be built by creating Agents as specialized message-brokers, between LeanProlog spaces. Agents as message-brokers combine the dynamic addressing and routing of mobile-mailboxes: the transmission of agents as message-brokers by visiting spaces and their subsequent use in processes where they were not previous found enables
one to create massively parallel, dynamically altering patterns of interconnections between communicating LeanProlog machines. Our agent model supports non-deterministic interactions between multiple agents that may be distributed internet-wide, for instance in multi-agent logistics and planning problems. Other issues that some agent platforms run into in real world applications are that with large numbers of agents, one rapidly runs out of the TCP/IP address spaces when one TCP/IP port is used per agent. Also, the overheads in programming and maintenance are much higher as a system evolves because one has to artificially build namespaces and mechanisms to keep track of them, which, in a system that is designed to evolve dynamically, is very difficult to do.

8 Conclusion

We have described a distributed multi-agent architecture that, despite its simplicity exhibits some novelty in terms of the way agents inherit dynamic code and the way they engage in communication with other agents. Our concept of agent mobility is based on a simple remote logic invocation mechanism. While quite straightforward – by limiting calls to database updates – it provides remote code sharing without requiring potentially non-terminating remote predicate calls and it allows a “free will” mechanism that agents can exercise when using other agents’ knowledge bases. We have deliberately not covered various reasoning mechanisms that agents can implement - these are seen as independent of the infrastructure itself - our main focus in this paper.
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